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Introduction 

The purpose of this paper is to examine the construction of institutional discourses about norms of “women’s 

language” in standard Japanese，which is based on the Tokyo dialect. I would like to focus attention on the 

propaganda of “women’s language” in standard Japanese and the response to it from young women. The 

period that we look at is from the 1920's to 1945. During this period, war had a strong influence on the 

Japanese language. Therefore, the relationships between discourses and nondiscursive domains such as 

institutions, political events, and social movements will be considered. From the end of the 19th century, 

establishing a standard language with which people living in Japan could understand each other was one of 

the significant political tasks the Japanese government had in constructing the system of the nation-state. 

      The propaganda of “women’s language” in standard Japanese will be examined from two 

viewpoints： the propagators of “women’s language” and the young women who were pressured to learn it. 

The first discussion concerns the former, leaders of the nation such as linguists and women educators. What 

did the linguists consider “women’s language” in their studies that had a strong influence on the nation’s 

language policy? How “women’s language” was politically used in the nation’s language policy during 

wartime? What role did the women leaders play? These issues form the points of section 1.1 

      The second discussion concerns young women in their teenage years, who were educated to use the 

Standard language only for women. The fact that they were pressured to use the Standard language for 

woman suggests that some of them did not speak it. In order to grasp the response from various types of 

young women to the propaganda as much as possible, section 2 focuses on two groups: female students and 

factory women. The female students were the minority of the young female population in Japan at that time.  

     During that period, classes were more clearly defined than now such as upper-class, middle-class, and 

lower-class. Presently in Japan almost 100% of young women graduate from high school, so women up to 

18 years old are primarily students, not workers. However, before the Second World War, women's course 

after primary education was, as it were, plural tracked. The nationwide ratio of women taking secondary 

education was only about 20%. Therefore, female students in secondary school belonged to the upper and 

middle classes and they were not the majority. On the other hand, women who did  not take secondary 

education usually became laborers after elementary school. They worked on farms, in factories, or as maids. 

We may say that they belonged to the lower-class. In short, young women were not classified as a uniform 

group. This is the main reason to look at the two groups of young women here. 

     One of the reasons for choosing the factory women is that many young women were working in 

factories, which will be discussed in section 2.1. Another reason is that they were criticized for not speaking 

“feminine language.”  

      The next section will consider linguists’ ideas on “women’s language”. 

1. The standard Japanese women’s language and its propaganda 

Before examining linguists’ ideas on the language for women, basic and important social situations before 
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1945 in Japan will be briefly discussed. Japan was not a democratic country, which is the biggest difference 

between pre 1945 and the present day. First, the Emperor was the head of the state. Secondly, subjects did 

not have equal rights: men had civil rights, but women did not. Women had no access to political decision-

making. Thirdly, classes more clearly were defined than now, as mentioned previously. Under the Emperor 

system, there was the privileged class (the nobility). The Meiji Constitution established Japan as the modern 

state in 1889, but also provided the nobility, that is, the upper-class. These three points are crucial factors for 

the theme of this paper. 

 

1.1. Nyooboo kotoba ‘pre-modern court women’s language’ as the ideal language for women 

In Japan, at the beginning of the 20th century, the Ministry of Education, launched a series of surveys for 

the establishment of a standardized national language. Linguists tried to construct standard Japanese 

(hereafter SJ) under three conditions such as area, class, and academic background: the language spoken by 

upper- and middle-class people living in Tokyo, educated in secondary school or higher education. It follows 

from this that the linguists thought that there were not only regional dialects but also class dialects, and 

depending on academic background, language changes. However, no single public institution dedicated itself 

to the task of establishing and propagating norms of “standardized national women’s language.” 

     From the 1920's to 1945, the issue of what form of speech women should adopt came up repeatedly 

in debates among linguists, scholars, and commentators in public discourse. Their discourses had a strong 

effect on the consensus on "standardized national women’s language." Kikuzawa (1929) was the first to 

consider “women’s language” an object of national language research. Kikuzawa regarded nyooboo kotoba 

which is ‘pre-modern court women’s language’ as the ideal, describing it as courteous and feminine.2 After 

Kikuzawa, Yoshida (1935) and Hoshina (1936) also concluded that nyooboo kotoba symbolized the upper-

class and femininity. They praised it as the ideal and recommended women to speak in that manner. 

     As mentioned above that Kikuzawa (1929) was the first to take up “women’s language” as the subject 

of a linguistic inquiry; however, there is a thesis on nyooboo kotoba before Kikuzawa. Ando (1913) referred 

to it, though, only as the equivalent of tabooed words used by daughters of the Emperor serving the shrine. 

Ando regarded nyooboo kotoba as jargon; a form of speech used to maintain human relationships among a 

closed group, and related it neither to femininity nor to differences in gender. What seemed to be epoch -

making was that in Kikuzawa’s study he took up "women’s language" as the main theme and, furthermore, 

regarded it as a form of speech based on gender differences. 

     Why did the linguists come to regard the nyooboo kotoba as the ideal? The word nyooboo of nyooboo 

kotoba originally meant “rooms for women.” But its meaning has changed and in modern Japanese it means 

“wife.” The duties of court women included looking after the Emperor and sometimes doing clerical work 

for court events. Some women even gave birth to ensure an heir for the Emperor. They became the role 

model for women that the state wanted to project under the educational policy of Ryoosai kembo shugi which 

is 'the ideology of a good wife and wise mother.' This is one of the reasons that led the linguists to regard 

nyooboo kotoba as the ideal. Furthermore, in Japan's Emperor system, a discourse that held nyooboo kotoba 

to be the origin of “women’s language” had the potential to serve as a tool in integrating women into the 

national culture, and thus make them more likely to submit to the ultra-nationalistic program during wartime. 
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1.2. Reehoo yookoo‘Essentials of etiquette’ 

This section will show that attempts were made to propagate women’s speech in  SJ to the public through 

education and the media. In 1941, the Ministry of Education released the textbook Reehoo yookoo for 

secondary schools. It translates as the ‘Essentials of etiquette.’ It clearly described gendered forms of 

standardized speech. The following quotation is an example. 

 

(1)  2. For the first person, watakushi 'I' should normally be used. In addressing a superior one may on  

      occasion use one's surname or given name. Men may use boku 'I' when addressing a social equal,  

      but not when addressing a superior.              (Ministry of Education 1941a:6)3 

 

This quotation shows that women must not use boku for 'I'. In other words, when addressing someone, 

speakers must choose the proper words depending on their sex.  

     The Reehoo yookoo was also written for the education of the nation．Propaganda for it was widely 

spread. During a single year--1941--six publishers produced the textbook as well as thirteen types of 

explanatory commentaries (Kyodo Shuppan 1942). Women's magazines gave extra space to special feature 

articles on this manual and interpretive articles appeared serially in the newspapers. 

     In 1941, this way of speech was introduced into elementary schools as part of the national language 

curriculum. In the same year, the first publication of the teacher’s manual for speaking came out. It said that 

teachers must instruct pupils that men and women should speak differently (Ministry of Education 1941b: 

98). Moreover, in the reading text, some words of nyooboo kotoba were shown as traditionally womanly 

ones (Ministry of Education 1942: 637). 

     The concept of the Reehoo yookoo was embodied when a member of the House of Peers made a 

proposal for the spread of etiquette in the Education Council . The Prime Minister for reorganizing 

educational policy formed the Education Council in 1937 . He was trying to establish a general national 

mobilization in order to win the war. The members considered etiquette to be an expression of the national 

spirit, so they made it their goal to have the nation behave as instructed (Ishikawa 1962). They further 

proposed control over the Japanese nation by establishing a comprehensive social hierarchy and clear sex 

role distinctions. The Ministry of Education carried out this plan. The state was not attempting merely to 

control language usage. It is clear that the government's aim was to reinforce hierarchical social relations 

and gender roles by regulating language. 

 

1.3. The women leaders’ role 

I will show how women leaders played an important role in constructing the norms of “women’s language.” 

     For instance, girl’s high school teachers made up half of the committee for the Essentials of Etiquette 

in the Ministry of Education. Half of those teachers were women. This was unusual because at that time, 

women had no political rights and few women joined government committees.  

     Another example, some women leaders joined the Kokugo Kyookai ‘National Language Association 

(NLA)’．This NLA, was one of the language planning organizations supported by the government. It was 

founded in 1930 and its members included linguists, such as Yoshida, and Hoshina who were mentioned 

previously. The NLA's objective was to "strive for the rationalization and improvement of the national 
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language and lovingly preserve it" (Kokugo Kyookai 1937:  back cover). In 1939, the NLA commenced 

preparations for establishing a women's wing. The launch of this wing by the NLA suggests that the 

association had fallen into step with other ministries such as Finance and Welfare, which were increasingly 

encouraging women to participate in public policy as the nation mobilized for war. The NLA specifically 

recruited female educators and authors, because they could teach and serve as models for other women 

(Kokugo Kyookai 1941). But female campaigners for the rights of working women did not join the 

organization, because it was not primarily concerned about language use by working -class women; rather it 

sought to drive home language policy among middle- and upper-class women who were dedicated to 

becoming mothers. 

     Initially the NLA was not overly enthusiastic about the question of language for women, nevertheless 

it increased its exposure in the mass media after establishing the women's wing. The linguists and some 

female members propagated through the media that women should speak politely and femininely in the same 

manner as nyooboo kotoba.  

     Why did these women leaders accept the State policy on “women’s language”? It is because they 

believed that the authorities had acknowledged the value of “women’s language” and, thus, the value of 

women themselves as Japanese subjects. They thought that “women’s language” in SJ did not represent 

lower-status, rather, higher status beca use linguists asserted that its origin came from nyooboo kotoba and 

that using polite words elevated the speaker’s status. This sounds reasonable, but in reality, women were 

made to use humble words to men. 

 

1.4. Onna kotoba ‘Women’s language’ in the book by Mio Isago, Hanashikotoba no bunpoo ‘Grammar 

in spoken language’  

Before examining the practical languages used by young women in the next section, I will discuss what the 

standard Japanese women’s language was concretely. As we have seen in section 1.1., some linguists began 

to lead the standardization of women’s language at the end of 1920’s. In 1942, Mio Isago wrote a book titled 

Hanashikotoba no bunpoo ‘Grammar in spoken language’ and devoted one chapter to Onna kotoba, 

‘Women’s language.’ We may say that it comprehensively arranged women’s spoken language in  S J from 

the viewpoint of grammatical forms before the Second World War.  

Mio quoted some parts of the dialogues from many dramas and novels, and listed the features of the 

onna kotoba to describe what it was. The standard Japanese women’s language, which we have seen, is the 

one that has the same features as the onna kotoba established by Mio. From this point, I will adopt the 

proposition that the features listed by Mio are the basic criteria of the standard Japanese women’s language 

and examine the young women’s languages by comparing with the criteria from the next section. Here are 

the main features of women’s language he enumerated. 

 

General stylistic features: 

     Women’s language is more polite than men’s language. 

Specific linguistic forms: 

     Morphological: 

     1. The sentence-final particles (hereafter SFPs), wa, no, koto, and mono, are for women. 
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     2. The SFP yo is for women when used immediately after a noun. 

     3. The SFPs, yo and ne are for women when used with the masu-form. 

       They are for men when used with the plain-form. 

     4. The te-form is used at the end of question forms. 

     5. The te-form with the SFP yo is used at the end of assertive sentences. 

 

As for the lexical feature, the first person singular pronoun (hereafter FPSP), he did not discuss. Therefore, 

I explored which FPSP is used in the lines quoted by him. Atashi and watashi were used by women, and 

boku, ore and oira by men. On the other hand, he extracted one section about the national language from 

Reehoo Yookoo (See 1.2). It shows that at least he agreed with it: the FPSP watakushi is proper for women 

and boku is not. To summarize: 

 

     Lexical: 

     The FPSP, watakushi, atashi and watashi are for women. 

     Boku, ore and oira are for men.  

       

In addition, the quotation from the Reehoo Yookoo indicates that he affirmed the nation’s language 

policy of the time. Under the nation’s policy of the time, he studied to establish Standard Japanese.  

More noteworthy is that he also followed the nation’s education policy for women: women should 

behave in a feminine way. He prefaced the section with the following statement: 

 

(2) Women’s language here does not mean all the language used by all women; otherwise men’s language  

   would be included too. Women’s language here means womanly language.   (Mio 1995[=1942]:403) 

 

      Next, I would like to show that Mio ignored some women’s spoken language, and make the extent 

of his criterion of onna kotoba more clearly. For example, he quoted some lines from a play titled Eeji 

goroshi ‘The murder of her Infant,’ which is one of the masterpieces by Yuuzoo Yamamoto in 1920. The 

scene is in Meguro, a rural district in Tokyo at that time. It follows from the preface above that he did not 

observe all the languages all women were using even though they were from the Tokyo area. In fact, while 

he quoted some lines of a policeman from the play (Mio 1995[=1942]:157), he did not quote the lines of the 

main character, a female construction laborer. Examples (3) and (4) are her lines.  

 

(3)  Washi ga koroshita n desu.                   (Yamamoto 1977[=1920]:217) 

       I             

    ‘I killed (my baby), that’s why.’                  

(4)  Moo ichido, ae-nee deshoo ka.                 (Yamamoto 1977[=1920]:224) 

              can not see 

    ‘Can’t I see (my dead baby) again?’             

 

The speaker uses the desu-form in (3) and the deshoo-form in (4), which are the polite style of SJ(Mio 
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1995[=1942]). But she says that “ae-nee” ‘can not see’ in (4), instead of “ae-nai.” I found the nai-form like 

this, which is the negative form, in the lines spoken by men in Mio (1995[=1942]). It is entirely fair to say 

that he regarded this negative form as “the men’s language” although he gave no comment on it. The 

following is an example: 

 

(5)  Ore no iu koto mo kii tara ii ja-nee ka.                   (Mio 1995[=1942]:73) 

      I                       not 

    ‘You should listen to me’.        

 

As for the FPSP, the female construction laborer uses “washi (I)” in (3). It is not for women based on 

the Mio’s criterion. In addition to that, the policeman uses this pronoun in the play like below: 

 

(6)  Kono onna wa kodomo o koroshita ga, washi mo kodomo ya tsuma o koroshiteiru. 

                       I     

    ‘This woman killed her baby, but I also killed my child and my wife.’ (Yamamoto 1977[=1920]:221) 

 

It is possible that Mio regarded “washi” as a regional dialect or the lower-class dialect in the Tokyo area. 

     As we have seen above, the female construction laborer ’s lines had different features from the Mio’s 

criterion. In other words, her language is not a womanly one based on that criterion. Therefore, although the 

main character is a woman, and from the Tokyo area and she is speaking in the polite-style, Mio did not 

choose her lines as an example of the standard Japanese women’s language.       

The next section will examine the young women’s languages by comparing them with the Mio’s 

criterion. 

 

2. Young women’s response to the propaganda 

2.1. Female students and factory women 

Before observing young women’s response to the propaganda, a few remarks should be made concerning 

the each situation of female students that represented the middle-class young women and factory women 

that represented the lower-class ones at that time. The population of each group will be indicated as basic 

information, and then, government’s education policy for women and its revision will be briefly discussed. 

Again, it will demonstrate that those two groups should be focused.  

     Let us compare the number of female students and that of factory women based on the statistics of 

1930. Regarding young women of aged 20 and under, the number of factory women was almost the same as 

that of female students. Table 1 shows the number of female workers.4 It indicates that farming dominated 

women’s occupation. Manufacturing was the third, and their numbers were less than half of that of men. Yet, 

Figure 1 shows that the number of factory women was more than that of male factory workers. Particularly 

factory workers in the textile industry were mostly women. With respect to the types of occupation by age 

of factory women, Figure 2 shows that more workers of 20 years old and under were in manufacturing or 

maids than in farming or commerce. That is to say, factory women at age 20 or younger were overwhelmingly 

large compared to other age groups. Based on Figure 1 and Figure 2, a rough estimate is that the number of 
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them was more than 350,000. Meanwhile, approximately 369,000 girls were enrolled at secondary 

educational institutions for women including technical schools (Nihon Tookee Kyookai 1988:243). To sum 

up, as for young women of aged 20 and under, the number of factory women was almost the same as that of 

female students.   

 

Table 1 

Figure 1 

Figure 2 

 

Turning now to the government’s education policy for women, it was different depending on class. 

The education policy for women in the upper and middle classes was Ryoosai kembo shugi ‘the ideology of 

a good wife and wise mother,’ as we have seen in section 1.1. The nation termed the upper and middle classes 

as the “Intelligent class,” of which people were able to receive secondary and higher education, and 

distinguished women in the upper and middle classes from the others (Ishikawa 1962). On the other hand, 

the lower-class women were expected to be “Doosai kembo” ‘a working wife and healthy mother,’ which 

means hard working women who were healthy and able to have children (Watanabe 19 97). The difference 

between the two is that being in the labor force is the necessary qualification for Doosai kenbo. It seems 

reasonable to suppose, in terms of population, that the majority of women were probably expected to be ‘a 

working wife and healthy mother.’  

     As mentioned above, the government had different education policy for women depending on class. 

However, during the war, after announcing national mobilization orders in 1938, the state revised the 

education policy for the middle-class women. In the 1940s’, the nation decided to mobilize female students 

in secondary schools or higher to make them work in factories. There was a shortage of labor because men 

joined the army and went to the front. When female students directly met factory women in the workplace, 

their language was one of the problems particularly for female students.  

From the reasons above, I think that focusing on two groups of young women is necessary and helpful 

for considering the response to the propaganda of women’s language. The next section will examine the 

middle-class young women’s response to it. 

 

2.2. Middle-class young women 

The aim of this section is to observe the practical languages used by the middle-class women and their ideas 

about the languages. In order to do that, I picked up one magazine called Shoojo no tomo, which means ‘The 

friend of girls5.’ It was one of the most popular magazines for young women from the 1920’s to 1945. I 

observed their essays and letters to the editor as well as articles of round-table talk and reports about young 

women in the magazine. 

The subscribers of Shoojo no tomo were mainly students of higher grades of elementary school and 

secondary school students. Kawabata Yasunari, reviewer of subscribers’ essays in this magazine , wrote that 

the writers of the essays were the girls from age 11 to 24, most of which were students aged 13-18（Kawabata 

1942 176-177). They lived mainly in big cities such as Tokyo, Yokohama, and Osaka (Jitsugyo no Nihon-

sha 1908:108-110). That is to say, subscribers belonged to the middle-class. 
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Among notable studies that took up the magazines for young women and discussed their languages 

are those by Honda Masuko (1990) and Kawamura Kunimitsu (1993) ; the former mainly analyzed  Jogaku 

Zasshi ‘Magazine for the education of women’ published from 1885 to 1904, the latter did Jogaku Sekai 

‘World of women education’ from the 1910's to the beginning of the 1920's. Honda (1990) classifies the 

language used by the female student subscribers in their contributions as jargon. She also points out the fact 

that their language was criticized by the highly educated  people of the day, and presumes that the female 

students used it because they did not want to meet adults’ expectations. Kawamura (1993) also describes that 

the language used by female student subscribers in their contributions was looked down as vulgar. He names 

it "Otome-tai" ’girl’s style’ as a written style unique to young women. In other words, he also regards the 

language of female student subscribers as jargon. This jargon is about the same as Onna kotoba named by 

Mio (1995 [=1942]). It shows that the jargon in the early 19th century turned into a model for women’s 

language over the course of approximately 20 years. 

     The next section will describe the practical languages used by the subscribers.  

 

2.2.1. The languages used by middle--class young women 

Which language did young women use in the magazine? The result of my observation indicat es that they 

used two languages. 

      The first language was a dialect that had characteristics of feminine language according to the Mio’s 

criterion. Almost all subscribers used this language in the letters to the editor and some of them used it in 

the conversation of their essays. Many of them wrote to the editor as if they had been talking to their favorite 

teacher. Example (7) is a part of one of their letters. Sooka Hanako, a writer of the letter below, was from 

Hiroshima prefecture to the west of Tokyo. The first word, “Sensee” in (7a) means ‘teacher’ in Japanese. 

Subscribers called Mr. Uchiyama, a chief editor, “sensee.” 

  

(7) a. Sensee, watashi wa moo kurabu no o-nakama ni haire-masen no? 

    ‘Mr. Uchiyama, I wonder if I could not join the party.’ 

   b. Higandeshimau wa. 

    ‘I have come to feel a sense of inferiority.’ 

   c. Kenshoo hagaki ni kitte o haranakute yoroshikutte? 

    ‘Don’t we need to paste a stamp to a post card for applying for the prize?’ 

                                                      (Jitsugyo no Nihon-sha 1938: 332-333) 

 

The following features are found in (7). The SFP no with the masu-form in (7a), and the SFP wa in (7b) are 

found. The te-form is used at the end of the question sentence (7c). The FPSP watashi is used. O- of “o-

nakama (the party)” in (7a) is one of honorific prefixes. “Yoroshiku (good)” in (7c) is more polite word than  

ii. It is entirely fair to say that these features suggest that the writer used the standard Japanese women’s 

language. Although the writer was from Hiroshima prefecture, she wrote to the editor in  the standard 

Japanese women’s language as if she had been talking to him. 

     The second language was a subscriber’s regional dialect. Many subscribers usually wrote 

conversations in their essays in their own regional dialects. Kano Chie, a subscriber from Hiroshima 
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prefecture, wrote the following essay. The quotation below is from a part of the conversation of her essay. 

The speaker A in (8) is the writer herself; the speaker B is one of her female classmates. I put the standard 

Japanese women’s language under the Hiroshima dialect.  

 

(8) A: Do  shita n?         Uchi   ga kiitara warui hanashi? 

     Doo shita no?         Watashi ga kiitara warui hanashi? 

    ‘What’s the matter?’    ‘Would your story make me feel bad if I heard it?’ 

 

   B: Nandemo nai n yo.                   

     Nandemo nai no yo. 

     ‘No. It’s nothing to do with you.’ 

 

   A: Hoidemo uchi    no hoo mii mii            hanashiyotte n ja mon, 

      Soredemo watashi no hoo chirachirato minagara hanashite-iru n desu mono, 

     ‘But, it is because you are stealing a look at me while talking.’  

 

     Uchi   no koto ka  omootemo shiyooga nai janai ne. 

     Watashi no koto ka to omottemo shiyooga nai janai no 

     ‘It can’t help my thinking that you are talking about me, don’t you think so?’ 

                                                         (Jitsugyo no Nihon-sha 1935: 288) 

 

The speaker A used the SFP mon instead of the SFP mono. Even the FPSP seen above was uchi, not watashi. 

It may be worth pointing out, in passing, that the quotation (8) suggests that, in reality, they did not speak 

the standard Japanese women’s language at school although they could use it as a written language.  

 

2.2.2. Middle-class young women’s ideas about the languages 

Let us see what young women in middle-class thought of the language. From around 1938, especially after 

the Reehoo yookoo was published in 1941, some subscribers directly discussed the languages in the letters 

to the editor and in their essays. Although authorities censored even young people’s magazines during the 

wartime, they expressed various opinions regarding the nation’s language policy. This section examines their 

opinions on the promotion of SJ by the nation and then, their remarks about gender of the languages. 

      First, one of the female students’ opinions on the nation’s language policy will be shown. Example 

(9) is from a part of the letter written by Asano Michiko from Yamagata prefecture in 1943 . We may say that 

the example represents the opinions of the subscribers outside Tokyo. 

 

(9)  Our regional dialect is infamous for an impolite language and the speech used between teachers and 

students was not respectful. We have felt ashamed of speaking like that as the leader among East Asian 

countries. Therefore we, both teachers and students, began to reform our language all together. These 

days, we can use polite words and speak the standard language better than before. In our first attempt 

at reforming, we decided to practice using “watashi” and “anata (you)” […]. I have a message to my 
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friends all over Japan: let us try to remove regional dialects aggressively. And try to spread Japanese 

all over the world.                         (Jitsugyo no nihon-sha 1943d:120) 

 

The letter above indicates how the nation’s language policy had been prevailing: not only teachers but also 

students seemed to obey the policy without reservation. Moreover, we discovered that people were practice 

speaking watashi. Recall a passage from the Reehoo Yookoo in section 1.2. It is clear that the letter (9) is the 

young women’s response to the propaganda. It also shows that some regional dialect speakers thought that 

regional dialects were impolite. 

     However, there seem to be a few subscribers who do not agree with the language policy. The next 

letter is an example. 

     

(10)  People living in Tokyo, a big and lively city, speak a crisp and clear Tokyo dialect. People living in  

     Kyoto, a quiet city, speak an elegant Kyoto dialect. However, I think that we, born and raised in  

     Hiroshima prefecture, may keep on speaking our dialect if it suits us.    

                                                    (Jitsugyo no nihon-sha 1942b:190－191) 

 

The editor did not exclude the objection to the nation’s language policy from the magazine, but he gave his 

comment on this letter; “Read the round-table talk about the national language in this issue, and you will 

understand what is correct (ibid:191).” In the round-table talk, Kindaichi Kyosuke, a famous linguist, said 

that “It is good and necessary that one standard language is spoken all over Jap an (ibid:67).” 

     Secondly, the subscribers’ remarks about the relationship between regional dialects and gender will be 

shown. We find that they had no doubt that women should use a womanly, that is, polite and graceful 

language. Below is an essay from the viewpoint of people in Tokyo area. According to the criterion of the 

standard Japanese women’s language, women should speak more politely than men should. If regional 

dialects are impolite, it follows that the regional dialects are inappropriate for women.  

 

(11)  I wonder why languages in the countryside and Tokyo language are different. My relatives from  

     Morioka city visited us the other day. One girl used very impolte language. She says “ore (I)” and  

    “nahan ( Is that so?)” when she should say “watashi (I)” and “ ne soo deshoo (Is that so?)”  

     respectively.                                          (Jitsugyo no nihon-sha 1943a:154) 

 

The writer, an elementary school female student, flatly said that the girl from the city of Iwate prefecture in 

the northern part of Japan used an impolite language when she heard her say “ore” for watashi (I). She had 

no reservation about placing her language as the criterion for judgment. In addition, she devalued ore as the 

FPSP for a woman in conformity with the gender criterion in Tokyo dialect. Ore was and is within SJ as the 

FPSP for men and it is more casual than boku (I). On the contrast, actually, ore was commonly used as the 

FPSP for both women and men in some regions of the Mainland of Japan.  

     The next writer from Akita prefecture gave her opinion about the gender of regional dialects from the 

viewpoint of a regional dialect speaker. She did not wholly agree with the nation’s policy. 
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(12)  It is regrettable that regional dialects have been disappearing.[…] Needless to say, for all the nation  

     to speak a standard language is very important for the development of the nation state. But I think  

     that regional dialects are graceful and have a great influence on us. [...] When I visit an old family I  

     speak my regional dialect on purpose. At that time I become a gentle woman because of the dialect.  

     And I can never do anything like a tomboy.             (Jitsugyo no nihon-sha 1943b:115－116) 

 

The writer of (11) in Tokyo and of (12) in Akita differ on whether regional dialects have femininity or not. 

However, they have no doubt that women should use a womanly, that is, polite and graceful language.  

     Then, what did the subscribers think of the language used in the letters to the editor in this magazine? 

Some of them did not think that they were using the standard Japanese women’s language. See the following 

letter written by Kiboo no hana from Miyagi prefecture that lies to the north of Tokyo:  

 

(13)  The other day, one of the subscribers wrote that it is absurd that people in the regions outside Tokyo  

     have been imitating “Tokyo-ben (the Tokyo dialect)” in the magazine. But I don’t think you could 

     understand what we write if we use only our regional dialects. So, we are using “Tokyo -chihoo no  

     kotoba (the language of Tokyo area)” on which standard Japanese is based. What do you think  

     about it, Mr.Uchiyama?                                (Jitsugyo no Nihon-sha 1942c: 164) 

 

What has to be noticed is the writer above regards the language such as (7) as the imitation of Tokyo dialect, 

neither the Tokyo dialect nor the standard Japanese women’s language. She distinguished the Tokyo dialect 

from Standard Japanese. However, she insisted that the imitation of Tokyo dialect is useful as a common 

language because SJ is originated from the Tokyo dialect. That is, she recognized the importance and 

usefulness of Standard language. We cannot say that she blindly trust the propaganda by the linguists. 

     Lastly, the subscribers’ remarks about working women’s language will be examined. Middle-class 

young women did not think that factory women spoke “feminine language.” As mentioned above, in the 

1940’s, the nation decided to mobilize female students in secondary schools to work in factories. One of the 

students wrote as follows: 

 

(14)  I am always worried about one thing. I have been working at a factory as a volunteer worker and I  

see factory women working very hard and I respect them; however, their behavior is rough and their  

     language is not gentle and is really impolite.             (Jitsugyoo no nihon-sha 1943c: 148) 

 

Factory women themselves said in articles of round-table talk that they trended to use that impolite speech. 

Rarely had the magazine Shoojo no tomo published articles relating to women workers. However, it began 

to publish more and more articles especially about factory women, from around 1940. I will quote a part of 

a round-table talk titled “Our factory – factory women for Nakajima Aircraft Industries.” in 1944. In the 

conversation below, Ms Hayashi and Ms Kawada, factory women, and Mr.Uchiyama, the chief editor, are 

talking about the language used in the factory. 

 

(15) Uchiyama: I used to think that factory women were slovenly and used impolite language, but, […] 
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    Hayashi: You are trying to correct each other's language in your department at the factory and it is  

            working well, I hear. […] 

    Kawada: My co-workers copy men's languages and say things like, "Sonna koto o iuto, yaki o ireru zo  

(If you say that, I’ll hit you to make you work harder)." It is a big problem. So, I persuaded  

them to use more feminine language. These days they are gradually refraining from using  

those phrases.                                (Jitsugyoo no nihon-sha 1944: 20-27)  

 

The editor remarks that "Factory women use impolite language," which seems to have represented the 

thoughts of subscribers. The expression "impolite language" is embodied in Kawada's line: not using a polite 

form as in "yaki o ireru zo. （I’ll hit you to make you work harder) " and using the SFP zo which was not 

for women. In short, they were not using feminine form of speech. Even though it was within the category 

of Tokyo dialect, it had a low value because it was not feminine. 

 

2.3. Lower-class young women 

The purpose of this section is to observe the languages used by factory women and  their ideas about them. 

There was no research on the languages of factory women working before 1945 and n or their views on the 

women’s language. Before 1945, Kikuzawa (1933) took up the language of Yuujo-go ‘courtesan language’ 

and defined it as typical vulgar women’s language, in contrast to Nyooboo kotoba described in section 1. 

The language of peasants was targeted as research of regional dialects regardless of gender.  

     The data for this section are obtained from essays of factory women that appeared in the unions’ 

newspapers, and two novels written by female writers with experience of working in factories. I examined 

the unions’ newspapers from the 1920’s to around 1937, when the labor unions stopped their activities. The 

scene of each novel is the Tokyo area: Tokyo city and Yokohama city located next to Tokyo.  

     Whether their language is close to standardized national women’s language or not is judg ed based on 

Mio’s criterion as is the previous section. However, in this section, I referred to another study of Tokyo 

dialects, Tanaka Akio (1983), because Mio did not consider the working women’s language in Tokyo, nor 

did he choose a female construction worker’s lines in the play, as we saw in 1.4.  

Tanaka’s (1983) point that has a relation to the discussion in this section will be briefly explained. 

Tanaka (1983) describes the relationship between gender and class dialects in Tokyo. Standard Japanese is 

based on the language spoken by the middle-class in Tokyo. People also called that language Yamanote 

kotoba ‘the Uptown dialect.’ because the middle-class lived there. On the other hand, in Tokyo, there was an 

area called “Shita-machi” (the Old downtown) where the lower- than the middle-class people, including craft 

workers, lived. The language spoken by them was called Shitamachi kotoba ‘the dialect of Old downtown.’ 

According to Tanaka (1983:121), in the Uptown dialect, there was difference between female language and 

male language. For example, “Iyada wa (I hate it)” is considered female language because the SFP wa is 

used, while "Iyada yo (I hate it)” is considered male language because of the SFP yo with the plain form. In 

contrast, in the Old downtown dialect, the latter style, “Iyada yo” was used normally among women. As for 

the FPSP Atai (I), both young men and women used it in the Old downtown, but only women in the Uptown.  

    The next section will examine the languages used by factory women.  
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2.3.1. The languages used by factory women  

I will observe which language factory women used based on the above data and then, I will try to infer which 

language they were speaking actually by comparing the interview of a writer with her novel. The factory 

workers used both polite and impolite languages in written style, although the middle-class young women 

criticized them for their impolite speech, as we have seen in the previous section.  

     To begin with, it will be shown that factory women used the Standardized national women’s language 

in their essays and novels. Below is a letter in Seni roodoo shinbun ‘Textile Workers’ Union Paper’, No.1, 

which was issued on January 1, 1925. The writer was from Hyoogo prefecture in western Japan. 

 

(16) a. Nee, K-san, watashi hontooni ureshikutte yo. […] 

‘Well, K-san, I am really happy.’  

    b. Jitto shinboo shiteiruno ga onnarashii danante, hontooni ii bakadatta wa ne.   

      ‘How foolish it is to believe that being patient is feminine!’           （Suzuki 1994:527－528） 

 

The te-form with the SFP yo is used in (16a). The SFP wa with the plain form is used in (16b). The writer’s 

language is almost similar to the one used by the female readers in the magazine, Shoojo no tomo. 

     The second example is Yoo mosu soogi no ichiya ‘A night of the labor dispute at the Toyo muslin 

factory’ by Komatsu Shima. She was a member of the labor union, but where she came from is unknown. 

The material of her novel was adopted from the labor movement in which over 4,000 factory women went 

on strike for improved working conditions at the Toyo Muslin Corporation in 1930 (Komatsu 1993). Her 

novel appeared in a union’s newspaper titled Zenkoku roodoo sinbun ‘National Labor Newspaper,’ No.40 to 

42 from July to September in 1931. In the following examples, a policeman is questioning Katsuko, a factory 

woman, during a strike.  

 

(18)   A policeman: Otoko no namae wa?  

                 ‘What is the man’s name?’ 

   a. Katsuko: Sirimasen wa. […] 

             ‘I don’t know.’ 

   A policeman: Siranai no ka, hontoo ni. 

         ‘You don’t really know?’ 

  b. Katsuko: Siranakutte yo”                     （Komatsu 1993：479） 

     ‘I don’t really know.’ 

 

The end of the preceding sentences illustrates that factory woman in Komatsu’s novel does not speak 

“manlike language” according to the Mio’s criterion. The SFP wa with the masu-form is used in (18a). In 

addition, the te-form with the SFP yo is used in the assertive sentence (17b).  

     So far, we have seen that the factory women used the standard Japanese women’s language in written 

style as the young women in the middle-class did. 

     Secondly, I will show an example of a novel that a factory woman did not use the standard Japanese 

women’s language. Renga Jokoo ‘A factory woman in a brick factory’ was a bestseller when published in 
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1940. Nozawa Fumiko, the author of the book, was born and raised in Yokohama City, an industrial area 

next to Tokyo. At 19, her talent was appreciated by Takahama Kyoshi, a writer who favored objective 

description. She mentioned that she had worked as a factory woman and a maid after graduating from 

elementary school and had hardly ever read novels.  

     The first example below represents the Tokyo dialect, but the use of a SFP yo with the plain form 

represents men’s language according to the Mio’s criterion. However, if we look at the example (19) from 

the framework of the regional dialects, in other words, according Tanaka (1983), it can be classified as the 

Old downtown dialect in the Tokyo area. The sentences (19) illustrates that the heroine, who stayed home 

after becoming unhealthy as a factory worker, was arguing with her brother who insulted her because she 

was not working. 

 

(19) a. Doose atai wa kuitsubushi da yo. […]  

     ‘I know I am just a parasite’. 

    b. Mukoogishi no koojoo ga dekiagaru made niwa omae nanka no shiri ni shikarecha inai yo.  

     ‘By the time the factory on the other side of the river is completed, you will not have a hold on me’.  

                                                              （Nozawa1940：80） 

 

     Nozawa used various speech styles in writing the dialogue: the heroin’s speech changed, according to 

the situation, and with whom she was speaking. She speaks more politely when talking to her superior. The 

following examples (20a) and (20b) are parts of her conversation with the officer of the public employment 

bureau and (20c) and (20d) are one with her superior at the factory.   

 

(20) a. Atashi, donna ni tsurakutemo shinbooshimasu. 

     ‘I will be patient however hard the work is.’ 

    b. Doozo, osewashite kudasai.                    （Nozawa1940：86） 

      ‘Please  find me a job.’   

    c. Atashi, byooki ga hidokunatte, totemo shigoto ga dekimasen.  

     ‘I am too ill to do my job’. 

    d. De, yamesasete itadakitai n desu ga.                 （Nozawa1940：121） 

      ‘So, I would like to quit.’ 

                                                 

No gender characteristics of women’s language were observed other than atashi (I) in (20a) and (20c). Only 

the polite form of SJ was used. If examples (20a) and (20c) represented standardized national women’s 

language, the SFP wa or mono could be used. In addition, example (20d) would represent women’s language 

by changing “desu ga” to “desu no.” 

     Now, let us attempt to extend the observation into actual language sp oken by factory women. In 

Nozawa’s novel, did she adopt the language that she used in reality? In Shojo no tomo (1940), there is an 

interview by a female journalist, titled Takumashiki inochi – “Renga jokoo” no sakusha Nozawa Fumiko 

san o tazuneru ‘A woman with tough spirit – visit Nozawa Fumiko, the author of “Renga jokoo.”’ I will 

compare this interview of Nozawa with her novel. Example (21) is a part of the interview. The journalist 
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regarded the speech style of Nozawa as “brusque” and “manlike speech.” The speech of Nozawa in the 

article can be observed as a reproduction of impression of the journalist who believed that women should 

speak the standard Japanese women’s language.  

 

(21) a. “A, soo, agaru?”  

     ‘So, Want to come in?’ 

    b. “Nani o kiku no?” 

    ‘What are you going to ask me?’ 

  The way she responded was really brusque. […] 

    c. “Nani kara ioo ka naa”  

   ‘Well, what am I going to start with?’ […] 

    Fumiko talked bluntly like a man.                   （Kuro 1940：106-7） 

 

    d. “Unto benkyooshite, iimono o dondon kaite, ichininmae ni natte, 

      ‘I will work hard and write good stories as many as possible to be a full -fledged writer.   

      kane ga dekitara, hayaku kaa-chan no kata kara tenbinboo o hazushite yaru n da”  

      ‘As soon as I make money, I will make my mom quite peddling fish.’        （Kuro 1940：111） 

 

Example (21b) meets the norms of women’s language as the SFP no is used. For other examples, the language 

of Nozawa lacked femininity based on the Mio’s criterion, because she did not use either the masu-form or 

honorific but only the plain-form in the conversation with the journalist she had never met before. However, 

on the other hand, according Tanaka (1983), the language in (21) is just classified as the Old downtown 

dialect in the Tokyo area. 

     I think that the spoken language of factory women in her novel was probably close to  that in real life, 

because there are little difference between the language of the factory woman described in her novel and the 

language of the author, who is also a factory woman, edited by the journalist. Compared with the heroine 

speaking polite standard language at the employment bureau or the factory in her novel (20), the speech style 

of Nozawa in the preceding interview was more “brusque” and “manlike speech”, as the journalist mentioned, 

than that of her heroine’s. In short, examples (19), (20), and (21), suggest that Nozawa did not speak the 

standard Japanese women’s language. 

     It may be worth pointing out, in passing, that the female journalist classified the way of Nozawa’s 

speaking as “manlike speech.” As mentioned above, both Nozawa and the heroin of her novel spoke the Old 

town dialect, according to Tanaka (1983). We can say that this means gender norms of SJ seemed to penetrate 

intelligent class people deeply as with the journalist.         

     Lastly, I will show an expression that cannot be found in Shoojo no tomo but can be found in the union 

papers: the imperative form. The factory women did not seem to deny “femininity” itself, as observed in 

(16). However, when claiming equal rights with men as a union member, their language does not settle in 

the framework of the norms of women’s language. Example (22) is from the leaflet of women’s section of 

the labor union in Osaka handed out on January 21 in 1928. Their all demand towards management was 

written in the imperative form. 
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(22)  Onaji shigoto niwa onaji chingin o shiharae! 

     ‘Give us the same amount for the same job!’                       （Suzuki 1994：449－451） 

 

2.3.2. Factory women’s ideas on “Women’s language” 

Using the letters and essays to union newspapers, I observed what factory women thought of the relationship 

between women and language. I found their opinions on women’s language mainly in the data of the 1920’s. 

Therefore, their opinions do not show the response to the propaganda by the linguists and the natio n that we 

have seen in section 1. It is because from the 1920's, the issue, of what form of speech women should adopt, 

came up in debates among linguists in public discourse. On the contrary, it is possible that what the fa ctory 

women said was a trigger to the propaganda of women’s language by the nation. However, I lack definite 

information on that. There is room for further study. 

     As for “femininity” of language, factory women’s assertion was different from that of Kikuzawa 

(1929), Yoshida (1935), and Hoshina (1936) in section 1. The next example is from a letter to Seni roodo 

shinbun ‘Textile workers’ union paper,’ No.9 (Sep.1, 1925). The writer used the masu-form of Standard 

Japanese, but did not use the SFPs classified as woman’s language such as wa, mono, and koto. 

                    

(23)  I am a female construction laborer. […] We have qualities to be respected rather than being  

degraded, and furthermore, we have rights to claim equal rights with men more than any other  

     women. […] The days respecting bashful women who insisted that women should behave womanly  

     is now going by .                                              （Suzuki 1994：529） 

 

In example (23), “femininity” means “bashful” and is not something to be proud. The following essay by 

Akamatsu Akiko, a female union executive, appeared in a newspaper titled Roodoo fujin ‘working women,’ 

No.1 (1927) published by Nihon roodoo soodoomei ‘Japanese Confederation of Labor,’ which was the 

national center of labor unions in Japan at that time.  

    

(24)  The women’s labor movement has been remarkably active lately. Women, who used to be too  

reserved to speak up about even necessary things, have been able to make speeches, along with men, 

during disputes, at the inauguration of the labor union, or at tea parties.       （Suzuki 1994:453） 

 

It is observed that being reserved and unable to insist on even necessary things is a female tendency which 

is considered inferior to men in ability to do this.  

     In (23) and (24), the writers did not deny either feminine style of writing or value of Standard Japanese; 

however, they asserted that “femininity” of speech or being reserved without expressing oneself, was old-

fashioned.   

 

3．Summary and conclusion 

In this paper, I have examined the construction of the norms of women’s language in standard Japanese from 

the 1920's to 1945. I focused attention on its propaganda. This propaganda was examined from two 
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viewpoints： the propagators of women’s language and the young women who were pressured to learn it.  

      The first discussion concerned the leaders of the nation such as linguists and women educators. We 

have seen that the linguists studied  nyooboo kotoba and concluded that it symbolized upper class and 

femininity. It was also shown that attempts were made to propagate the women’s language in standard 

Japanese to the public through education and the media. Elite women themselves even took part in 

constructing the norms of women’s language. In this way, when academic authority endorsed women’s 

language as a standard language, it gained legitimacy and appeared in the language policy of a nation as 

representing esteemed values, such as femininity or refinement. It was the war that promoted it, under the 

national mobilization system, where every subject, without regard to sex or class, was obliged to be involved. 

Standard Japanese was regarded as a means of unifying the nation (Ueda 1968), and so was the standard 

Japanese women’s language. 

      The second discussion concerned young women who were educated to use standard language only 

for women. Two groups, the middle-class young women and factory women, were discussed. The result of 

my observation indicates that both of them used two languages as a written style. One was the Standard 

Japanese women’s language that accorded to the linguist’s criterion and the other was their own regional 

dialects. The language that the factory woman in the Tokyo area used was “manlike” one according to the 

Mio’s criterion; however, it was classified as the Old downtown dialect in the Tokyo area according to Tanaka 

(1983). Moreover, it seems that both the middle-class young women outside Tokyo and factory women did 

not speak the Standard Japanese women’s language in daily life. It follows that a majority of the young 

women did not speak it in everyday life.  

     Concerning the young women’s view on language, they expressed various opinions regarding the 

nation’s language policy although the state censored aggressively. Some of the middle-class young women 

obeyed the policy and others did not. However, they had without reservation that women should use polite 

and graceful language, that is, a womanly language. In addition, they did not think th at factory women spoke 

“feminine language.” On the other hand, unlike the middle-class young women, some female union members, 

factory workers, questioned the femininity of women’s language. To sum up, as for their view on language, 

the young women were not classified as a uniform group. 

      We may say that the leaders of the nation regarded standard Japanese women’s language as a means 

of integrating women culturally as part of the nation in the first half of the 20th century；however, all young 

women did not obeyed the nation’s policy. Standard Japanese women’s language did not rise naturally in 

common use, but rather was purposefully promoted by the government using a combination of academic 

endorsement, education, and popular culture. 

 

Notes 

1. Section 1, 2.2.1., and 2.2.2., are a revised version of Washi (2005). 

2. Nyooboo kotoba was used not only by court-women but also by the nobility, including men. Nyooboo 

kotoba is also known as Kuge kotoba 'the nobility's language.' It seems reasonable to suppose that the name 

Kuge kotoba represents the actual status of the jargon more properly than the name Nyooboo kotoba. 

3. All translations from Japanese originals are mine. 

4. I arranged Table 1, and made Figure 1 and Figure 2 based on the data in Takada (1940).  
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5. The International Institute for Children's Literature, Osaka (IICLO) has the most copies of Shoojo no tomo. 

I used them from 1900’s to1945. 
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